
Superior Performance • Timeless Beauty

Sliding 
           Doors

Engineered for Excellent Performance

To provide you even greater 
efficiency and structural integrity, 
Sunrise sliding doors feature 
our exclusive FiberCore+PlusTM 
construction. This pultruded fiberglass 
structural core is constructed like 
an I-beam, giving you the ultimate 
in frame strength. This fiberglass 
core coupled with a surrounding 
layer of UltraCore+PlusTM, 
our exclusive polyurethane 
insulation, offers you a door 
system that is guaranteed 
to perform for a lifetime.

While most patio door screens are 
difficult to slide, we’ve designed our 
screen just like a sliding closet door.  It’s 
“top-hung” to ensure smooth operation 
year after year. We also included an 
easy-to-use thumb-turn to help keep the 
screen closed.  

Sunrise’s sliding door is insulated with 
our exclusive urethane  insulating core, 
providing greater thermal efficiency than 
PVC and wood doors.

Twin tandem over-size rollers 
ensure a door that slides 
easily.

SunSafe+UltraTM Insulated Glass
Works like a two-way heat reflector, keeping heat where it 
belongs to save energy and money.  This efficient glass, 
which is also tempered for added safety, is exclusively 
available on Sunrise doors.

FiberCore+PlusTM

UltraCore+PlusTM

Our exclusive Quad4+PlusTM weatherstripping helps eliminate  air leaks from 
entering from your home, and can reduce costly heating a cooling expenses 
for years to come.

Key Attributes:
• Four seals of weatherstripping on both the jamb pocket and the meeting 

rail stiles versus typical, two-seal weatherstripping systems.
• Superior seal system at the clash-free interlock stops leaks and drafts for 

maximum comfort.

Quad4+PlusTM

Sunrise doors have three 
locking points along 
the jamb, not  just one, 
making it the most secure 
door available.

Ever struggled to get a sliding 
door closed, feeling like you’re 
forcing it to behave the way 
it should? Sunrise sliding 
doors were designed with a 
clash-free 30º compression 
interlock for easy, struggle-
free operation and better 
prevention of air infiltration.



A Sliding Door You Can Love for a Lifetime

The fine craftsmanship of our premium sliding doors provides a 
visual presentation that your friends and family will appreciate. 
Our sliding door is both weather resistant and energy efficient 
with secure and easy operation, and it is backed by our Lifetime 
Non-Prorated Transferable Warranty.

Make it       yours

We Can Handle Your Style Every Sunrise door features a heavy-duty handle 
and key lock set. Choose from 6 spectacular 
finishes. 

Oil-Rubbed Bronze White Antique Brass Chrome Satin Chrome Forever Finish Brass
(Standard)

Magnetic operator and cord is 
used on Lift and Tilt SunBlinds.

SunBlindsTM

Exclusively from 
Sunrise Windows,  
SunBlinds are The 
Blinds You Never Clean! These adjustable 
mini blinds are actually sealed between the 
panes of glass, offering less maintenance 
with style. Lift & Tilt-style SunBlinds are 
available in five distinctive slat colors to 
complement our array of traditional 
window styles.

Sandstone

White

Gold

Almond

Silver

Lift and Tilt SunBlinds can be raised, 
lowered and tilted to any position.

• Resists damage by dogs and cats.

• Made of strong vinyl-coated polyester.

• Not harmful to pets.

• PetScreen® is available as an option on 
  all Sunrise Windows and Sliding Doors. Before After
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Sunrise sliding doors 
are also available in 
configurations up 
to twelve feet wide, 
where the center 
section slides and the 
two end sections are 
stationary.

Sunrise’s Simulated Divided Lites maintain 
your home’s classic character without 
compromising today’s technology in high-
performance insulating glass. Grids on 
both the interior and exterior panes with a 
spacer bar between the panes to shadow 
the grid pattern add to the architectural 
authenticity of your Sunrise sliding door.

Color Combinations
Interior: Golden Oak Woodgrain Interior: Colonial Cherry Woodgrain

Earthtone Sandstone

TanWhite

Exteriors:

Earthtone

TanWhite

Exteriors:

Interior: Painter’s White Interior: Tan

Earthtone Sandstone

TanWhite

Exteriors:

Antique 
Brown

Tan

Exteriors:

Interior: Brazilian Pecan Woodgrain

TanWhite

Exteriors:

Earthtone

TanWhite

Exteriors:

Interior: Provincial Oak Woodgrain

Sandstone


